
 

Event name: National Festival 2018 
Date: 07/07/18 
Music Mentor: Neil Valentine & Roger Argente 

Group name: Schools’ Philharmonic Orchestra 
Repertoire:  
• Suffolk Suite: 1 - Prelude; 2- Suffolk Morris; 3 - Framlingham Castle 
• Dvorak 9th Symphony, Mvt.4 Allegro con fuoco 

Feedback: Great introduction! Confident speaking, well done.  

1. A sumptuous opening. Bravo all of you. Rich and sonorous, giving lots of energy and 
passion to the wonderful harmonies on show. This group shows excellent ensemble 
skills. Listening intently to each other for the overall balance of the sound, producing 
well rounded and supported textures throughout. Melodies are always clear from all 
sections, and this shows the accompaniments are experienced and well rehearsed, 
always being aware of your role at any time. Suffolk Morris had a confident and 
vivacious swagger, taking us along on a rip-roaring adventure with this Jig Feel. The 
lovely oboe solo was well judged with beautiful tone and good support. Well done. The 
over all tempo was exciting and solid, showcasing some accurate and assured orchestral 
playing across the entire group. Framlingham Castle was well sustained in the gorgeous 
harmonies, especially in the horns, violas, cellos & basses, with expansive violin and 
woodwind playing onto creating vibrant textures. Brass and percussion added the final 
punctuation and melodic commentary to top off a beautiful played performance.  

2. Vibrant opening! The air tingling with the tension you created. Broken by these brutal 
opening gestures and building assuredly the opening tune. The accompanying 
punctuation figures were strong and short, allowing this strong melody to speak clearly. 
Strings were expressive in their attack of the semi-quaver figures, digging into the string 
and using all the bow, well done and keep it up. Brass really went to town in this music, 
confidently taking centre stage for their big moments and horns accompanying with 
style and confidence with your chordal passages. Percussion were accurate and decisive 
in your playing, just what is needed and woodwind melodies were always clear and 
stylish. Your dynamic range as an orchestra was a real highlight, going for the extreme 
pp whilst maintaining a vibrant tone and building gradually to the well paced climaxes. 
Confident, assured and exciting playing from this fantastic orchestra. Well done all of 
you.  

Suggestions for development:  

Keep up this fantastic work. You are making the most of everything you have, supporting 
and encouraging each other, listening intently so that the balance is always right. Keep up 
this attention to each other, and you will keep giving this exhilarating performances.  

Accents. Your staccatos and dynamics are very good. Now work on the accents to get them 
even more punchy and sparkling in the texture. 

Middle texture. Your outer harmonies and brass melodies are very clear. Sometimes we 
could do with more of the inner harmonic texture. So if you have middle notes or 
accompanying chords in strings/wind or counter melodies/figures, don’t be afraid to give 
more tone, vibrato and support, we need those harmonies!


